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THE BIG
TRIAL OF
THE
ANIMALS

Jean-Luc Porquet
Illustrations by Jacek Wozniak
A spectacular trial, under the eye of cameras from all over
the world. All sorts of animals parade before the presiding
judge. Each one must say why his species deserves to
survive, why human society should spend a fortune to
protect it. Only one in ten will be saved. The jury will be the
public.

October 2021
160 pp

JEAN-LUC PORCHET has been writing for weekly
Le Canard enchaîné for more than 25 years.
Passionate about environmental issues, he used
humor to denounce the hypocrisies of politicians
and the failings of companies. He is the author of
Lettre au dernier Grand Pingouin (Verticales, 2016)
and Cabu, une vie de dessinateur (Gallimard,
2018).

The great horned owl, the black swift, the Vulcan butterfly,
the arenicole... The interrogations are lively, tense,
hilarious. And the animals are very convincing. So, which
one to choose? The presiding judge is becoming more and
more nervous. It's true that things are getting a bit out of
hand...

This satirical fable is
also a joyful lesson in
ecology. It invites us to
look at the animal world
with a different eye.

JACEK WOZNIAK is an illustrator whose drawings
are regularly published in Le Canard enchaîné.
He is the author of Peut-on rire du tout? Une
rétrospective de 35 ans au Canard enchaîné (Le
Seuil, October 2021).
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COMING
AFTER
OUR PARENTS
WERE DEPORTED

Danièle Laufer

"I am the daughter of a deportee. Reading these words
again, I have a feeling of strangeness and unreality. My
mother was deported."

March 2021
332 pp

DANIÈLE LAUFER is a writer and journalist,
specializing in psychological, social and health
issues. She has published many acclaimed books
including Le Tako Tsubo: Un chagrin de travail (Les
Liens qui Libèrent, 2017), L'Année du Phénix: La
première année de la retraite (LLL, 2013) and La
Danse du couple, with Serge Hefez (Hachette
Littératures, 2002).

How to recount this singular childhood, these parents who
spoke with an accent, these very small uprooted families,
these traces of the Shoah in the second generation who
did not know the camps, but who grew up with the trauma
of this tragedy?
Danièle Laufer collected the testimonies of about twenty
women and men, like her, born of survivors of the Nazi
camps. They all felt that the time had come for them to
speak in order to transmit the memory of what had "both
destroyed and formed them".
With great sensitivity, she weaves together their stories,
their emotions and her own.

Venir après reads like
the novel of lives
haunted by ghosts,
where the joy of existing
emerges despite
everything.
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THE
MISUNDER

-

STOOD
INNOCENT
PATRICK DILS

,

THE

STORY OF A
JUDICIAL ERROR

Brigitte Vital-Durand
Constance Lagrange

February 2022
184 pp

To look back at the Dils case, an innocent man sentenced
to life in prison for a double murder, then acquitted
thirteen years later, is an opportunity to shed light on the
dysfunctions of the French judicial system. A system that
seeks more to get a suspect to confess than to convict a
guilty person.
The soft atmosphere and dreamy colors of Constance
Lagrange’s drawings contrast with the violence of the facts
that are revealed. Following the investigation step by step
with journalist Brigitte Vital-Durand, from Patrick Dils'
conviction to his acquittal, the reader is carried away by
the implacable judicial mechanism, capable of the worst
as well as the best.

BRIGITTE VITAL-DURAND was a journalist for
Libération for many years and followed this case
closely. She teaches judicial investigation to young
journalists.
CONSTANCE LAGRANGE signs here her first comic
strip. A graduate of the Emile Cohl school, she also
teaches art in secondary schools in Paris.
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#MAJOR
INCIDENT

Alizée de Pin
Jean-François Julliard
A wet day in March. The Vouglans dam in the Jura
mountains is threatened by heavy rain. And what if, as
many experts have feared for a long time, the dam broke
and a wave swept over the nearby power plant? Laurine,
an environmental engineer, is at the forefront of the
looming catastrophe. We follow her in a terrifying
progression towards the inevitable major accident.

September 2021
136 pp

ALIZÉE DE PIN is an independent illustrator.
Passionate about environmental and social issues,
she loves to lend her pen to activist projects.
JEAN-FRANÇOIS JULLIARD is general director of
Greenpeace France since 2012. He was Secretary
General of Reporters Without Borders from 2008
to 2012. Before #AccidentMajeur, he published Les
Veilleurs du ciel (2015, éditions Don Quichotte) and
On ne joue plus (2019, éditions Don
Quichotte/Seuil).

" Jean-François Julliard
gives us a front row seat
to one of those
accidents with domino
effect in this story of
disaster-fiction, which
endeavors to make us
think about the energy
policy that has been in
place for three quarters
of a century... [...] It will
send shivers down your
spine, so its purpose is
achieved!" Planète BD
6

Rights sold:
Portuguese
(Brazil)
A PUBLIC
BODY

Mathilde Ramadier
Camille Ulrich
Morgan's body is constantly a public matter. At twelve, the
gynecologist wants to put her on the pill. At twenty, her
parents would rather see her as a babysitter than as an
usherette. Her drama teacher thinks that actresses are
"hysterical", her sex friend confuses sex with narcissism...
Then Pierre enters her life. The couple wants a child.
A graphic novel that finally brings to light all the ways in
which women find themselves, at different times in their
lives, dispossessed of their bodies.

February 2021
160 pp

MATHILDE RAMADIER lives between Berlin and
Arles. She is an author of essays and comics and a
translator. She studied applied arts, philosophy and
psychoanalysis.
CAMILLE ULRICH is a graduate of Arts Décoratifs
de Paris. She draws on the spot for live
performances and associative projects, she is also
a graphic facilitator. Corps public is her first comic
book.

"Avoiding the pitfalls of
overdoing it while still being
plenty militant, the authors are
spot on in reminding us of the
ambivalences present in each
of us." ELLE
"Far from being a collection
of pessimistic or depressing
ideas, A Public Body is a lucid
and enlightened picture of a
young woman's life in the 21st
century" Maze
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THE
TERRESTRIANS

Raphaëlle Macaron
Noël Mamère
For Raphaelle Macaron, the collapse is either science
fiction or what her parents told her about the war in
Lebanon, her native country.
For Noël Mamère, the collapse is the birds that no longer
sing and the petrol that we will soon have to do without.
For readers of Pablo Servigne and other advocates of
collapsology, these are serious theories that encourage us
to change our lives now, before it's too late.

September 2020
144 pp

RAPHAELLE MACARON is a Lebanese illustrator
living in Paris. She has been participating for years
in the Samandal collective, which won the Fauve
de la BD alternative in Angoulême in 2019. She
collaborates with world-renowned institutions such
as the New York Times or Amnesty International. Les
Terrestres is her first book.
NOËL MAMÈRE, a former journalist with French TV,
is best known as a politician (deputy-mayor of
Bègles until 2017 and ecologist candidate with the
highest score in the presidential election in 2002).
Now retired, he continues to be a respected voice
among environmentalists.

Together, the most famous moustachioed man in the green
galaxy and the young artist take to the road to meet the
scouts of the next world. Settled in oases, they have made
the fight for the planet a way of life.
Raphaelle is skeptical about these supporters of the “back
to nature” movement that Noël knows well: "Am I going to
witness the end of the world?" "The end of a world",
answers Mamère who, throughout his life, has militated for
a humanist ecology.

The clear lines and pop
colors of the drawings
transport the reader into
a universe which seems
imaginary and still very
real. From one militant
community to the next,
the authors take us on
an invigorating and
inspiring stroll.
8

ODE TO JOY

Aram Kebabdjian

August 2021
250 pp

ARAM KEBABDJIAN's previous books are Les
Désœuvrés (Seuil, 2015), a satire of the
contemporary art world, for which he received the
Grand Prix du premier roman de la Société des
Gens de Lettres, and Le Songe d'Anton Sorrus
(Seuil, 2017).

He ordered two coffees and then some food. Mostly, he
smoked. Only one thing really bothered him: was he still a
person? Was he in any way meaningful in the geopolitics
of the world today? He, Sigmund Oropa, that insignificant
knight, cooped up in his closet at the European Union's
Fraud Office, writing non-binding reports on alleged
misappropriations of EU funds? He gazed up at the
treetops, the sky, the fluttering birds. The acacias, the
orange trees, everything was fragrant. In a way, the
situation was not completely hopeless. He felt that he had
been right to stand up to Angela.

With delicate humor,
Aram Kebabdjian paints
the portrait of an
international civil
servant, torn between
his old demons and his
ideal of justice. A
philosophical tale and a
brilliant examination of
the cynicism of our time.
9

A

'

CARETAKER S
LODGE
UPON THE
OCEANS

Magali Desclozeaux
In seventy-seven days, the container ship Ship-Flowers
travels from Fos-sur-Mer to Shanghai and back. Ninon
Moinot has been doing this loop for two years, ever since
she was evicted from her concierge's lodge and her
former landlord offered to move her into one of these
boxes in exchange for her pension. But now she wants to
cancel her lease and so she contacts a Parisian lawyer
whom she only knows by name. However, someone else
replies to her letter…

January 2021
176 pp

MAGALI DESCLOZEAUX is a translator of Italian
literature and a novelist. Une loge en mer is her
third novel after Le crapaud (Plon, 1997, selected
for the Goncourt Prize for first novel) and Un deuil
pornographique (Flammarion, 2003).
To better portray the adventures of Ninon Moinot
in Une loge en mer she embarked on a container
ship in Fos-sur-Mer.

"Behind the apparent
absurdity of the subject, it
is the triumph of
globalized opacity that
the novelist pinpoints. But
beware, this book is not a
heavy-handed indictment;
not at all. There is poetry
in this little novel, and
suspense, too, an
unfettered and ubuesque
suspense. Magali
Desclozeaux well and truly
pulls us into her story,
which is intelligently
constructed and superbly
told." Le Matricule des
10
Anges

THE
DISCONNECT

Eric L'Helgoualc'h
Born in Lebanon during the war, Elias Naccache made his
fortune by selling his first start-up during the internet
bubble of the early 2000s. The story begins when he
disappeares in Syria where he joined Christian volunteers
engaged against Daesh.

August 2020
304 pp

ERIC L’HELGOUALC’H was born in 1980. He
worked for a long time in the web and
communications before devoting himself to writing.

What might have led this little genius of the internet to
disconnect to the point of taking up arms? A celebrity
magazine entrusts his childhood friend with the task of
investigating. The biography of the missing man takes
shape before our eyes, with its coherence and its shadowy
areas, in a thrilling psychological puzzle.

Who is Elias Naccache
really? An immigrant
eager for revenge? A
potential fascist? A
deceived lover? Through
his story, the portrait of our
time is drawn, between
technological mirages, the
projection of our selfimage and tensions
between different
communities.
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TOO
HANDSOME

Emmanuelle Heidsieck

January 2020
120 pp

EMMANUELLE HEIDSIECK is a novelist who mixes
literary fiction with political and social issues. She
describes, often in a sardonic way, heroes
struggling in a world that is increasingly out of
whack. She has published Notre aimable clientèle
(Denoël, 2005), Il risque de pleuvoir (Le Seuil,
Fiction & Cie, 2008) and À l'aide ou le rapport W
(Inculte-Laureli, 2013; reissued by Éditions du
Faubourg, 2020). She has also published short
stories and participated in collective works, in
particular Les Jours heureux, about the dismantling
of the National Council of the Resistance program.
She was a member of the board of directors of the
Société des Gens de Lettres (SGDL) from 2015 to
2019. Several of her works have been adapted for
radio (France Culture) or theater.

His story could be called The Tribulations of Marco Bueli.
Let's face it: three layoffs by the age of 36 when you’ve
graduated from a great engineering school! It must be
said that he has a predisposition to annoy, to make people
envious, because this man is handsome. Very handsome. But
he is tired of smiling, of seducing without even trying – or
wanting to - and of ending up the fool. Marco decides to
fight back and to go to court for discrimination based on
physical appearance. After all, the Americans have shown
the way and French legislation allows it. See, his beauty
has not helped his career; he’s suffered from it.
Through the sublime Marco Bueli and his determination to
obtain redress, this novel ironically depicts the excesses of
a modern anti-discrimination policy that allows everyone
to consider themselves a victim with legitimate complaints.

Like in her previous novels,
Emmanuelle Heidsieck
points out here with acuity
the dismantling of the
French social model in the
face of the rise of
individualism. Doesn't the
competition of complaints
between the discriminated
of all kinds announce a
certain dislocation of
society?
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HELP
OR
THE W
REPORT

Emmanuelle Heidsieck
A retired teacher is arrested by the police in front of his
home, handcuffed and taken into custody. The man is
accused of having rendered services to his neighbors.
Helping people is now an offence punishable by prison
and a heavy fine. At the Ministry of the Interior, two very
different senior civil servants are writing the report that
will serve as the basis for the law.

2013, reissued 2020
128 pp

EMMANUELLE HEIDSIECK is a novelist who mixes
literary fiction with political and social issues. She
describes, often in a sardonic way, heroes
struggling in a world that is increasingly out of
whack. She has published Notre aimable clientèle
(Denoël, 2005), Il risque de pleuvoir (Le Seuil,
Fiction & Cie, 2008) and À l'aide ou le rapport W
(Inculte-Laureli, 2013; reissued by Éditions du
Faubourg, 2020). She has also published short
stories and participated in collective works, in
particular Les Jours heureux, about the dismantling
of the National Council of the Resistance program.
She was a member of the board of directors of the
Société des Gens de Lettres (SGDL) from 2015 to
2019. Several of her works have been adapted for
radio (France Culture) or theater.

In this novel of anticipation, Emmanuelle Heidsieck
describes a frightening world that could be ours and pens
an acerbic report of a society adrift.

"A little gem of black
humor and social satire,"
Le Monde des livres
"A sensitive, sharp novel,"
Le Canard enchaîné
"A relentless social
critique,"
Les Echos
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THE SOUND
OF
READING
A PRACTICAL GUIDE
TO READING ALOUD

Bernhard Engel
Jean-Paul Carminati
In this first practical guide to reading aloud, the authors
take the reader by the hand behind the scenes of this
singular art that cannot be improvised. As the actor
Thibault de Montalembert points out in his preface,
interpreting a text means putting the author's music before
anything else, a job closer to that of a director than of an
actor.

October 2020
176 pp

JEAN-PAUL CARMINATI is a writer, professional
reader and also a lawyer.
With Bernhard Engel, he co-founded Les Livreurs in
1998, which offers events to give and restore a
taste for literature through reading aloud.

You will learn all about the pitfalls to be avoided when
reading in public and the passages in different literary
genres that lend themselves most to reading aloud, and
you will also rediscover famous authors in a new light.

With imaginative
explanations and fun
exercises, a book for every
lover of literature and the
spoken word!

A professional producer and reader, BERNHARD
ENGEL teaches public reading at Sorbonne
University.
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FULL TIME
IMPOSTOR
WHY BULLSHIT
JOBS ARE TAKING
OVER THE WORLD

Nicolas Kayser-Bril
Did you know that airport controls have never prevented
terrorist attacks, that a large part of artificial intelligence
software in recruitment or predictive policing, for example,
has never proven its effectiveness, that temp agencies
don't help to make the labor market more fluid, but rather
to bypass it, that portfolio managers won’t really help you
make more money?

January 2022
250 pp

NICOLAS KAYSER-BRIL is a journalist with Algorithm
Watch and lives in Berlin. He is the author of
several books published by Nouritur- fu: Voracisme.
Trois siècles de suprématie blanche dans l'assiette
(2021), Breuvages bluants (2020) and Boues
bluantes (2018). His time at a government training
institute, where he was responsible for developing
data journalism multipliers through blended
learning, inspired this book.

Bullshit jobs are taking over the world thanks to the victory
of neoliberal ideas. Yet, according to classical theory,
there is no reason why useless tasks should be rewarded.
The most worrying thing is that they are now strangling the
administration. How can we understand this dynamic in
order to better deal with it? This is the challenge this book
poses.

Through an account filled
with anecdotes as
surprising as they are
amusing, Nicolas KayserBril, in response to David
Graeber, questions the
meaning of work structures
and hierarchies, especially
in times of a major health
crisis.
15

SMILE

,

'

YOU RE BEING
NUDGED
HOW MARKETING
IS INFILTRATING
POLITICS

Audrey Chabal
You haven’t heard about nudges? That's quite normal. Yet,
they are everywhere. Like the fly at the bottom of the
urinal, these "nudges to help make the right decision" have
arrived in recent years from the United States. Their
theorist, Richard Thaler, was awarded the Nobel Prize in
Economics in 2017.

April 2021
208 pp

AUDREY CHABAL is an independent economic
journalist. She collaborates in particular with La
Chronique d'Amnesty International and the
magazine 60 Millions de consommateurs. She is
passionate about the behind-the-scenes of
economic policies and has found in the "nudge" a
new way to shed light on the way decision-makers
try to influence citizens and consumers.

Many states are fond of the nudge and train their civil
servants to use them. Emmanuel Macron has accelerated
the use of private consulting firms to guide our behavior.
Thanks to the pandemic, marketing has infiltrated the
State.
Masks for the general public, visuals for social distancing
and derogatory travel authorizations, all "soft incentives",
nudges, which have been imposed without our awareness.

"An excellent book on the
temptation to influence
behavior in public policies.
(...) Audrey Chabal knows
her subject perfectly and
writes very well. Two
precious assets that should
nudge you to immerse
yourself in this clever and
refreshing book."
Les Echos
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UN

-UBERIZING

SOCIETY AND
TAKING BACK
CONTROL

Florian Forestier
Franck Bonot
Odile Chagny
Mathias Dufour
Uberization has become a symbol: that of the
transformations that digital technology is imposing on our
social model, which is being called into question right
down to its very foundations.
Is the wage economy in danger? Or should it be
compulsory for platforms and their workers?

June 2021
128 pp

Is widespread insecurity the price to pay for these
unprecedented innovations?
Beyond ready-made answers, we must understand what
these developments say about our society and its future.
This is how we can collectively stop considering
uberization an inevitability and take back control.

FLORIAN FORESTIER, a philosopher by training and
curator at the French National Library, has been
working for several years on new forms of
employment and the digital transition.
FRANCK BONOT is one of the pioneers of social
dialogue in the VTC sector as he participated in
the creation of the first drivers' union (the SCPVTC) as early as 2015. This led him to the forefront
of negotiations with platforms and public
authorities.
ODILE CHAGNY is an economist by training. For
the past ten years, she has been working with
trade unions and employee representatives.
A former senior civil servant, MATHIAS DUFOUR
created the independent think tank and action lab
#Leplusimportant in 2017 to foster the
development of the capacities and skills of the
middle classes and the most precarious, to meet
the social challenges of the digital economy.

Take back control of our data and the algorithms that use
it.
Take back control of our social model.
Take back control of our collective destiny, in the face of
the power of new digital actors.

This book proposes
innovative and realistic
paths, some inspired by
developments underway
around the world, others
yet to be implemented.
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REINVENTING
TOURISM
HOW TO SAVE OUR
VACATIONS
WITHOUT
DESTROYING THE
PLANET

Rémy Knafou
We are all tourists who can't stand tourists.
It is common to deplore the damages and dangers of
excessive tourism, but less common to propose realistic
solutions. Solutions capable of reconciling the protection
of the planet and the development of an economic sector
that is essential for many countries. Solutions capable of
satisfying us as ordinary inhabitants of tourist regions, and
the tourists that we become during our holidays.

May 2021
128 pp

RÉMY KNAFOU is professor emeritus at the
University of Paris 1 - Panthéon-Sorbonne and the
creator of the International Geography Festival of
St-Dié-des-Vosges. He has founded and directed
the first French research team dedicated to
tourism. He is the author of numerous works on
tourism that are now references.

This book responds to the
need to reinvent tourism
through a series of bold
and effective measures,
some new, others based on
initiatives that are being
developed around the
world.
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CONTACT

Deborah Druba

deborah@agencedeborahdruba
www.agencedeborahdruba.com

Agence Deborah Druba

